Fiscal Year 2010 Business Plan

To contribute to sanitation improvement in the Asia-Pacific region, through the Asia-Pacific Water Forum (APWF)’s Knowledge Hub activities relating to sanitation, the Japan Sanitation Consortium (JSC) business plan for the fiscal year 2010 is as follows:

1. LAUNCH OF SANITATION DATABASE (INFORMATION GATHERING)
   To fulfill its function as Knowledge Hub, JSC will gather information and data on sanitation in the Asia-Pacific region and will start the creation of a database on systems, management and technologies in this field. The completion of JSC web page is also planned;

2. ESTABLISHMENT AND NETWORK EXPANSION (NETWORKING)
   To promote the use of the Knowledge Hub, JSC will look for organizations or institutions relating to sanitation in the Asia-Pacific region and expand its network;

3. EXECUTION OF COUNTRY SURVEYS (INFORMATION GATHERING)
   Continuously from fiscal year 2009 and on the assumption of being supported by the Asia Development Bank (ADB), JSC will conduct country surveys in Indonesia and propose ways to improve sanitation, institutional organization, financing, management methods, and introduce various technologies to assist Indonesia in its current five-year plan (2010-2014);

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF ENTRUSTED PROJECT (SUPPORT FROM INTERNATIONAL DONOR ORGANIZATIONS)
   JSC will conduct projects supported by international donor organizations like JICA and ADB. In addition and as in fiscal year 2009, JSC will assist some of the activities of its four member organizations.
   As well as in fiscal year 2009, JSC is planning to support the Japan Environmental Sanitation Center (JESC) for its workshop on sanitation focusing on night soil treatment (2 weeks duration);

5. ANNOUNCEMENT FOR THE SANITATION KNOWLEDGE HUB
   JSC will organize a sanitation seminar and describe its activities through the comprehensive country surveys conducted in Indonesia.